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perturbing obJects assemblage with olivetti and denisyuk hologram



PerTurbing 
objecTs These images, born of a seemingly technical expe-
riment in molecular projection, immediately awakened in me an unanticipated sense of the sacred.
If the concept of the apparition, the epiphany, is joined with the sacred, the holy, the divine, it is not unreaso-
nable to think that, when the eye meets (or catches) the unexpected visions of the Plexiglas plates, you could 
glimpse, according to your point of view and the position of the source of light, an epiphany, drawing atten-
tion away from the work’s technical nature and making the sequence of these virtual objects – the telephone, 
the tape recorder, the typewriter – a sort of theory of saints or prophets. The omnipresent circle as well as the 
circle of light dominating the “thing”, the object, from above add to its immaterial nature.

If, as objects, the typewriter keyboard or the reels of the old-fashioned video camera appear vaguely Ducham-
pian on the one hand, on the other, they engage the eye in a game that liberates the mind. Thus, the Duc-
hampian readymades, given substance by the realm of mystical experience, become a true play on prodigy, an 
“anti-ready-made”.
Moreover, the virtual object is almost always made complete by a concrete object (a real receiver alongside a 
virtual telephone), making it possible to perceive, in the same place, space and time, simultaneously the real 
and the virtual, technique and mystical experience: irreconcilable worlds that do not so much create dialogue 
as friction with each other. The absurdity of this “assemblage” of disparate and distant impressions intensifies 
the faculty of vision. So, the purpose of bringing together these two distinct realities is to obtain a “spark” 
and - by depriving us of a system of reference – make us feel lost.
In this visual experiment, it is as if the artist is seeking collaboration outside herself, in order to move toward 
to a “new unknown”, giving her study of molecular projection an extraordinary power of suggestion.
The play on darkness (the black supporting board), illuminated by a well-orchestrated source of light, makes 
the objets look like mysterious apparitions, a shocking series of contradictory images.

If the presentation of the holograms seems to verge on the surreal (or surrealist), this is even more apparent in 
that “surreality” laboriously brought forth by Georges Bataille in “Documents” through the coarse juxtaposi-
tion of his photographs (documents, precisely), exposing the gap between reality and the imaginary, between 
reality and simulation, thanks to a short circuit, a paradoxical and unexpected network of relationships that 
has led some critics to declare that the rereading of “Documents” may be seen today as a true key moment in 
modern thought on images.

This is how the ephemeral, temporary, provisory character of Dora Tass’s holographic plates inspire reflection, 
not on the “divine” as such, but rather on a new, free way of thinking about images. In this way, the artist-
creator generates works of consciousness, perhaps uncovering the underlying characteristics in these objects 
that would otherwise go overlooked. Just like the poet when he/she uses a word in an unconventional way.
The extremely mental, analytical and critical quality of her work also distances it from the “disjointed ana-
tomy” of Bataille’s experiments in images, though, it does create a similar outcome to some extent.

enrica torelli landini

perturbing obJects assemblage with hologram,cm.8ox3o
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THe 54TH inTernATiOnAL ArT eXHibiTiOn in Venice
Venues: ArsenALe, iTALiAn PAViLiOn, Tese AnD giArDinO DeLLe Vergini
DOrA TAss/ PerTurbing ObjecTs    Dora Tass, chosen by Bernardo Bertolucci to 
feature among the artists selected for the Italian Pavilion at the 54th Art Biennale in Venice, is pre-
senting an unseen work for the occasion, entitledPerturbing Objects. She uses the medium of 3D 
holography combined with now obsolete objects used in analogue communication technology, (a 
typewriter, a telephone and a tape recorder) to create a series of assemblages embracing modernity 
and history, real and virtual worlds. The entire work, which is the result of the artist’s research in 
recent years, is designed as a paradoxical collection of absurd objects, ironically re-proposed as 
‘documents’ in a bizarre museum of technology. Dora Tass is presenting five objects from this collection 
at the 54th Art Biennale in Venice.

“(…) If the theme of apparition is linked 
to the sacred, the holy and the divine, it 
is not foolish to perceive an epiphany in 
the improvised visions that appear before 
the eyes when looking at Dora Tass’ ho-
lograms (an optical phenomenon using 
molecular projection). This moment of 
insight disconnects these objects from 
their technicality, turning these sequen-
ces of virtual entities – the telephone, the 
tape recorder and the typewriter – into 
a kind of theory of saints or prophets. 
The flimsiness of the images, the ever-
present form of the circle (the typewri-
ter keys, the two circular reels of the 
tape recorder) and the beam of light that 
dominates the ‘object’ from above, are 
further strands in this theory. If, on the 
one hand they are reminiscent of objects 
with a faintly Duchampian feel, on the 
other hand they force the vision into a 
liberating game of thought. Basically 
the ready-made of Duchamp, substantia-
ted by the mystical sphere of experience, 
becomes a genuine game of wonders, an 
anti-ready-made.” 

(enrica torelli landini)
perturbing obJects assemblage with hologram olivetti
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perturbing obJects, hologram assemblage – series “documents” 

9th International Symposium on Display Holography (ISDH 2012) 
25-29 June 2012



location
The exhibition will take 
place in the Museum's de-
dicated holography gallery. 
The gallery is 800 square 
feet. Approximately 20 
ISDH community holo-
grams will be selected for 
the exhibition.

time frame
The exhibition will open 
with the Symposium, on 
or about June 25, 2012, 
and will run for just over 
15 months, through 
September 2013.

selection process
The ISDH Advisory Com-
mittee will make recom-
mendations to the MIT 
Museum. The Museum 
will make final selections 
based on the recommen-
dations and criteria of the 
Museum. 

perturbing obJects 
denisyuk’s hologram recording assemblage with olivetti, poetry Blake by j.l.borges

¿Dónde estará la rosa que en tu mano
      prodiga, sin saberlo, íntimos dones?

     No en el color, porque la flor es ciega,
     ni en la dulce fragancia inagotable,

     ni en el peso de un pétalo. Esas cosas
     son unos pocos y perdidos ecos.

     La rosa verdadera está muy lejos.
     Puede ser un pilar o una batalla

     o un firmamento de ángeles o un mun-
do

     infinito, secreto y necesario,
     o el júbilo de un dios que no veremos

     o un planeta de plata en otro cielo
     o un terrible arquetipo que no tiene

     la forma de la rosa.

         blake

¿Dónde estará la rosa que en tu mano

      prodiga, sin saberlo, íntimos dones?

     No en el color, porque la flor es ciega,

     ni en la dulce fragancia inagotable,

     ni en el peso de un pétalo. Esas cosas

     son unos pocos y perdidos ecos.

     La rosa verdadera está muy lejos.

     Puede ser un pilar o una batalla

     o un firmamento de ángeles o un mundo

     infinito, secreto y necesario,

     o el júbilo de un dios que no veremos

     o un planeta de plata en otro cielo

     o un terrible arquetipo que no tiene

     la forma de la rosa.

JORGe lUIS BORGeS



contacts

 contacts: modì/tass, curated by enrica torelli landini  

The Modigliani Institut Archives Légales Paris-Rome    Palazzo Taverna Rome,  November 2011



THe MODigLiAni insTiTuT 
ArcHiVes LégALes 
PAris-rOMe 
This Roman artist, will present a new installation created specifically for the halls dedicated to Modigliani. 
Documents 1 is an extension and enlargement of the works currently being exhibited at the Italian Pavilion 
entitled Perturbing Objects, also part of the Documents series, inspired by the Paris journal by George Bataille. 
Dora Tass combines holographs with obsolete analogical communication objects (the typewriter, the telepho-
ne, the tape-recorder) and presents them again as documents, as the title suggests.
 Enrica Torelli Landini, the curator of the exhibition, describes Tass’s “perturbing” objects in the fol-
lowing manner:
 
 “(…)If, on the one hand, the typewriter keyboard or the reels of the old-fashioned video camera as objects 
appear vaguely Duchampian, on the other, they engage the eye in a game that liberates the mind. Thus, the Duc-
hampian readymades, given substance by the realm of mystical experience, become a true play on prodigy, the anti-
thesis of readymade”.

 In the spaces dedicated to Modigliani’s archives these objects are “made to function again” as witnesses 
to a surreal breed of communication with Modigliani and his documents.  By doing so, the holograms beco-
me the medium of this dialogue, venturing absurd combinations: a Modigliani head is put in communication 
with a telephone receiver suspended in space, hologrammed old-fashioned typewriters testify to phrases spo-
ken by Modì, harshly insulting the poetic words of Rimbaud. Original documents emptied out and hologra-
phically “scanned” and then re-combined with the real documents.  Here the holograph is used as an absurd 
kind of scanner, giving us back a document that appears and disappears like a sudden “flash” of memory. This 
surreal dialogue is disorienting in that it engages irony and paradox, yet it also reinforces the memory of Mo-
digliani precisely because it is infected by a hyperreal set up, thereby restoring the archives, founded by Jeanne 
Modigliani, of which Christian Parisot is the president, with their primary function of conserving in order to 
remember.

denisyuk’s hologram recording head of cariatide by a. modigliani,cm.4ox3o



hologram,cm.25x25

cOnTAcTs: MODi/TAss reating a connection between an 
icon of contemporary art and the work of an emerging artist, very different from one another in terms of their 
generation and cultural roots, may seem almost impossible if not even irreverent. The expected outcome can 
only be a kind of friction, a subtle earthquake, dreamlike in nature, and artifice the only means, fumisterie, 
an imposture nourished by a good measure of irony.
 Irony, adding lightness to this potentially explosive encounter, inevitable as the venue of the exhibition 
is filled and strewn with the documents of the great Amedeo Modigliani. Documents that are also represented 
by copies of some of his most powerful sculptures.
 An alarming network of relation- ships, a game of associations, of contacts, 
which instead of creating parallels, create short circuits, provoke striking combi-
nations, extremes. The contacts, the re- lationships, are arranged inside a web of 
true or false non-resemblances, witness to a use of images, of their manipulation. 
The ephemeral, temporary, impermanent nature of Dora Tass’s holograms is a re-
flection on a new, liberal way of thinking about images. The result is an inventory 
of themes and ideas, undeveloped but ever-present.
 
  Art is irony wrote Ardengo Soffici, “the Sense of the Senses”. Art is 
nothing but “Nonsense and precisely be- cause of this, obscure”. In our case this 
“Nonsense” is two flying telephone recei- vers erupting out around the hieratic face 
of a giant Modigliani “head”, emerging from the holographic images of their respective telephones. 
These too are documents, reminders of similar, currently obsolete communication devices.  
 This freedom of association produces a playfulness, a light-hearted irony born from a fleeting sense of 
wonder aroused when looking at the radiant apparitions of these holographic images, the result of a technical 
experiment in molecular projection. The friction/contrast generated by the contact between the works of 
Modi and Tass is, in my opinion, caused by the theme of the apparition created by the inconsistency of the 
object, and it is not unreasonable to think that, when your eye meets the unexpected images on the Plexiglas 
plates, you might catch a glimpse of an epiphany, drawing attention away from the work’s technical nature.
 The play on darkness, the black supporting board, illuminated by a well-orchestrated source of light, 
makes the objets look like mysterious apparitions, a shocking series of contradictory images, infernal ma-
chines appearing and disappearing like sudden “flashes” of memory. Not vainly aspiring to the sublime, but 
rather demonstrating a steady tendency to risk, to perturb, to paradox. 

 As I have already observed, in the presentation of Dora Tass’s holograms at the last Venice Biennial, if, 
as objects, the typewriter keyboard or the reels of the old-fashioned video camera appear vaguely Duchampian 



installation view

on the one hand, on the other, they engage 
the eye in a game that liberates the mind. 
Thus, the Duchampian readymades, given 
substance by the realm of mystical 
experience, become a true play on prodigy, 
the antithesis of readymade.

 If the presentation of the holo-
grams seems to verge on the surreal (or 
surrealist), this is even more apparent 
in that “surreality” laboriously brought 
forth by Georges Bataille in “Docu-
ments” through the coarse juxtaposition 
of his photographs (documents, precise-
ly), exposing the gap between reality and 
the imaginary, between reality and simu-
lation, thanks to a short circuit, a parado-
xical and unexpected network of relation-
ships that has led some critics to declare 
that the rereading of “Documents” may 
be seen today as a key moment in mo-
dern thought on images.

 The extremely mental, analytical 
and critical quality of her work also di-
stances it from the “disjointed anatomy” 
of Bataille’s experiments in images, thou-
gh, it does create a similar outcome to 
some extent. 

enrica torelli landini
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modi/tass – hologram assemblage 
Documents 06    Deposit KG Berlin,  February 18 / 2011



installation view

ArT As THe sePArATiOn 
Of THe wHOLe frOM iTseLf: 
THe HOLOgrAMs Of DOrA TAss 
The whole grammē, the whole of the line. The line as a whole. The whole gramma, the whole of the writing. 
The whole that is writing. The whole line shaped in writing. The whole grafē, the activity of drawing the who-
le, the whole line drawn is written and shaped.
In a hologram the object pictured is supposedly freed from confinement to two dimensions, instead it is sha-
ped, it is drawn out into a three-dimensional whole. But objects liberated in this way are freed to a slavery to 
the actuality of the object, to its representation, to the value of similitude, and therefore to history. A holo-
graphic image is overly dependent on the fixity and stasis of the object holographed. This is what leads Paul 
Virilio to say (in an interview in Flash Art, 1988) that holography, and all other “phenomena of representa-
tion”, will become banal and “no longer rank as instruments or elements of art”. But Tass’ holography avoids 
such banalization by separating the whole, the holos, from the base, the graphy. An objectholographed in this 
way becomes all the more whole for its representation being broken. It is a form of what Gene Youngblood in 
1970 called (in Expanded Cinema, the chapter on holographic cinema) “technoanarchy”.
For Tass the cut from analogical technology to the digital is “cruel” and therefore ironic. Her holograms are 
ironic stagings of this “cruelty”. She cuts in two the analogical technology of communication, what we might 
call the anatechnologies of being together: writing machines, recording machines, transmission machines, 
typewriters, tape recorders, telephones, film projectors. She separates eachof these from itself by suspending 
one part in space, the keyboard, the receiver, the microphone, the film spool, and sculpting the other, the 
“base”, the graph, as a hologram. The two parts, the dismembered object and its holographic base, are then 
spliced together again in the form of an assemblage. The series of assemblages is titled Documents in the spirit 
of George Bataille’s journal of the same name from 1929-30. If Bataille’s was a ‘war machine against received
ideas’, then Tass’ is an intervention in the war of technology of ideas and how they are received. The ‘ghosts’ 
she conjures are not simply of the objects holographed, they are as well ghostly documents of surrealism and 
the cruelty of its presentations.The separations are like jump cuts within the objects themselves. A cut from 
the no longer possible present of its past, to the impossible present of its future. The objects cut in two have 
been made impossible by technological advancement. Tass makes explicit the impossibility of these objects, 
and she does so by separating them from their impossibility. The impossibility of the object is doubled by 
the cut of art. She separates each object from what it is that makes it impossible, its analogic. And rejoins it 
to what put an end to its analogy, the digital. The join is sculpture. Such assemblages become the impossible 
objects of a future other than their own. The sculptor gathers them together as an archaeology of that future. 
A future in which objects are kept from the exchange value they may have gained in exchange for use value by 
being made no longer ‘collectable’ as objects. This is precisely one of the main functions of art – but one which 
it cannot carry out without being complicit in the very same economy. Each element of a hologram 



contains all the information concerning the whole, and is thus 
connected to every other element and to the wholeness of which 
it is a part. By separating the object from itself and making it doubly 
impossible Tass’ holograms can no longer be said to contain all 
information concerning the whole, or to connect each element to 
every other and to the who- leness of the object. Instead she sepa-
rates wholeness (holos) from the technology of writing, drawing, 
shaping (grammē, gramma, grafē), and draws the line between 
the two: the phone line, the microphone lead, the celluloid 
film, the typewriter ribbon. The hologram is connected linearly, 
analogically, to that which it holograms. In his 1985 exhibition 
at the Pompidou, Les Imma- tériaux, Jean-François Lyotard inclu-
ded holograms in a zone cal- led ‘Materiel’: the receiver, that which 
transfers and collects messa- ges, and holographic film in another 
section (of which there were five, all sharing the Sanskrit root mât), 
‘Matter’, the referent of the message. In Lyotard’s terms, the ho-
logram could be said to be both the referent and the receiver. The 
exhibition sought to show the culture of new technology, the way 
in which new technologies form and determine communication 
and information. Yet the new technologies of the time, including computer technology, were relatively absent 
from the exhibition, with the exception of holography. Perhaps because for Lyotard techne leaves no free space 
for the reflective judgement constitutive of aesthetic pleasure(“Something
like: ‘Communication ... without Communication’, 1985, in The Inhuman). It is in this sense that Lyotard 
saw holography as the future aesthetic technology.
The hologram since its invention in 1947 has proved the impossible dream of technology. But it remains as di-
stant now as it was then, and thus all the more a fantasy. The fantasy of being able to lay claim to one’s appea-
rance, to make it properly one’s own. Human beings separate images of themselves as a way of reclaiming their 
appearance. It is not for nothing that the first holographic artworks, Bruce Nauman’s First Hologram Series 
(Making Faces) (1968), gave shaped appearance to the face. But the images of the faces made were distortions 
and contortions of it; Nauman used the newest most technologically advanced means to show that appearance 
will always be distorted, that the truth of appearance is man’s contortion, his struggle for recognition. The 
hologram is the face of the fantasy of being recognised for what one truly is. According to Jean Baudrillard (in 
Simulacres et Simulation, 1985), the hologram is an attempt to make the real object equal to itself “like a face 
in the mirror”. But such attempts will always fail because they do not take into account the object’s shadow. 
By separating the analogical object from itself in the form of a sculpted part and a hologram part, and by di-
sjoining the wholeness of the hologram, its holos, from the base, the graphy, Tass does just that, she shows the 
shadow of the object by revealing the shadow of the hologram. Analogy the shadow of the digital.

Jonathan dronsfield

san bernardo assemblage denisyuk’s hologram recording and projector,cm.8ox3o
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The Modigliani Institut Archives Légales Paris-Rome    Palazzo Taverna Rome
hyperbook

  sculpture/spacial  



THe HyPerbOOk The Artist’s Book I conceived  is an installation of a large spatial sculpture-image 
called “Hyperbook”, its pages are empty and therefore it is possible to go through them as they are outlined 
only by their iron margins. 
 It can be completely disassembled and reassembled both indoors and outdoors,  its structure is mobile, and 
the exact size depends on the space, the context in which will be installed.

cOncePT In the last few years, I 
have been also working on this metallic 
book form as a field for an open com-
municative research that integrates the 
book-sculpture, its spatial environment 
and the reader-observer”, the idea of co-
munication as a liminal space, crossing 
and passage. The void and the space are 
also the virtual “boundaries” of the new 
hypertextual media. The Hyperbook is a 
work in progress and it is still an open 
research. 
The project keyword is “crossing”, as the 
idea of crossing always recalls different 
level of meaning: the crossing of geo-
graphical boundaries as well as cultural 
boundaries. The sculpture-book is “written” in the space and its focus is on the physical void of the pages, 
each one representing a border, a frontier line or a threshold to cross: the pages are the liminal space. The void 
and the space are also the virtual “boundaries” of the new hypertextual media, a place for making comparisons 
with other fields.
By voiding the pages I want to highlight both the visual and the symbolic perception of the medium. The 
void (the“blank of the page”) erases the logical references and decontextualizes the gigantic medium from its 
most obvious meaning, but in return, it enriches it with a whole new range of meanings. The Iperbooks are 
multimedia and transmedia art forms, characterized by the hybridization of the textual and the visual, reading 
and viewing, literary culture and the visual arts. Bringing various disciplines together, I want to create limi-
nal spaces that uncover new relations between, for instance, the private and the public, the aesthetic and the 
political. These spaces are platforms for the expression of new artistic and aesthetic contents; they function as 
communication tools that reveal new aesthetic and cultural paradigms. 

from left dora tass, mirella bentivoglio, daniela ferrari  mart museum,rovereto (italy)november 2o11

catalogue mart, museum of modern and contemporary art, 
trento rovereto, italy 2o11



The environmental dimension of the book, turned both into an installation or a large plastic and symbolic 
structure, as is my Hyperbook, has earned the definition of “Book-environment” by Mirella Bentivoglio.
Currently one “Hyperbook” (2011) is in the permanent collection at MART Museum (Rovereto, Italy), col-
lection by Mirella Bentivoglio, November 2011. Another different Hyperbook entitled “Space for words”  can 
be seen in the permanent collection of the San Giorgio Library (Pistoia, Italy).

brief HisTOry I focused more on the book as an object and its form, giving it the status of a 
sculpture. My research developed from the Italian Futurist Avant-garde when the artists used for the first time 

metal to build books. In 1932 Tullio d’Albisola together with Marinetti created tin books in a food tin can 
factory. These were the first editions of metal books ever seen in the world.  Futurism is  investigated in its 
linguistic side, for its detachment from conventional syntactic connections, and the consequent suggestion 
for pages as spaces with non-homogenous textual and visual elements. Books become projects and the artist/
director demolishes the usual barriers between genres, re-shapes traditional hierarchies, and entrust his pages-  
as though they were the new unit of measurement- with the task of transmitting his own creativity. And so 
that he does not impose behaviours or contents but to bring out a desire in his public to play the game.

From its very futurist start, the artist’s book has always been a place for making comparisons with other fields, 
and this recourse to books as a place for experimentation brings together the first and second avant-gardes.
The banning of narration is discussed  by Jean-François Lyotard, according to whom the post-modern condi-
tion we are currently living through is characterized by the “end of the great tales”.  Faced with this “margi-
nalization” of narrative works in contemporary thought, I worked with the “marginalization” of the words in 
the Hyperbook project, which consist in an attempt at going through  the image/page to reach the “essence”, 
letting words pass by to understand the underlying facts. The idea of the “text” which attempts to attract the 
attention of reader/ viewer, which does not refer to any hyper-textual meanings, ends up by sending shockwa-
ves through the very act of reading,  and to bring out a desire in his public to play the game.   A particulary 
explicit and playful example, is to be found in Munari: his illegible books , originally  published in the 1950, 
contain no text but play around with the materials of the book. The one hundred transparent pages of Piero 
Manzoni’s Life and Work remove symbols and reading from books, to return them to their raw materials, not 
to mention Libro dimenticato a memoria (1969) of Vincezo Agnetti, where the textual part has been removed 
and only the margins remain.  
Here is what Filiberto Menna said in 1966 : “Books becomes useless objects, illegible books, but at the same 
time are models for other books which can be read in new and unexpected ways”.
As a matter of fact the Artist’s book, in all its forms, is a cult, an adventure  a journey of thought, as well as a 
stimulating field of research.

dora tass

hyperbook-boundary
still,iron,inkprint alluminium, mt2.5ox3.8o
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The sTudy of shapes is The sTudy of TransformaTions

goethe A book with pages four meters high and large more than two; each page encloses different 
coloured images.
The most impressive figurative contents of such pages are the monuments of the charming  suburban roman 
villa where the book is placed; however, by moving the “doors of perception”, even of one meter only, the 
page offers the image of an almost unlimited space, slightly restrained by the Albani hills in the distance and 
by a contemporary block of flats.
This makes clear how the gigantic book, which could have been also taken for a fairy tales book, is rather the 
outcome of a “Brunelleschi oriented” study of proportions of perception, purposely “printed” in measures 
that adapt to the space of  that shadowed  hill studded with ancient ruins.
It is also interesting to observe the dichotomy between image and reflection, between image and emptying.
If the page offers an authentic panorama (never realism was more realistic than here), the board to which the 
pages hang, in this so-called paperback edition, is made of mirroring steel and it reflect, on the other hand, a 
piece of panorama which is behind or on the side of the reader-spectator.
This is actually the most intriguing aspect that Dora Tass managed to instill to her splendid sculpture/spacial 
image, even disregarding the previously described engineering operation that she made. 
Secondly, for what concerns the emptying aspect, I find that it involves the symbolic index of this instrument, 
rather than its perception. We tend to expect that we will deduce a cultural meaning from a page; a knowledge 
concept. On the contrary, when coming to terms with the Iper-book, our association process is different; the 
blank of the page nullifies all logic references to the book idea, dragging the giant instrument away from its 
most obvious meaning and, conversely, enriching the opera by allowing it to assume a number of different 
meanings.

I believe I can resemble a possible cultural reference for these structures in the research that Mirella Benti-
voglio conduced for years on the theme of book; in particular I refer to the collages on photography realised 
around 1978 –’80, where the rich façade of the church in Euclide Square or the imperial columns of the 
Flaminio bridge in Rome are overtopped by big volumes, on which the word Monumento is repeatedly writ-
ten. However the work of Dora Tass is very different as it does not involve the overcoming of the “historical” 

dichotomy between linguistic sign/image-photography and, especially, it creates a tool that sincerely wants to 
be “sculpture”, a sculpture “written”  in the space.

enrica torelli landini
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THe Dress Of Our PercePTiOn This space, a path often dedicated to the Artists’ 
book, often brought us – I would say almost inevitably – to the deconstruction of the concept of book, of 
its shapes and of its contents; this very time, on this same path we encountered a piece of art that calls into 
question the very ideas of “shape” and “content”. The work I am talking about is called Hyper-book and the 
artist who created it is called Dora Tassinari, known under the art name of Dora Tass.

The Hyper-book is a metallic structure 
(about cm360x450) that reproduces the 
frame of a book, if we can say so, whe-
re the pages are not simply empty but 
“emptied” (quoting, with this term, the 
art historian, Enrica Torelli Landini), i.e. 
deprived of any canonical content and 
therefore rich and full of something that 
goes beyond, of something that makes 
the pages usable in many ways and varied 
as they are opened to any kind of tran-
sformation.
The Hyper-book pages can be anything, 
according to where you put it and to the 
point of view from which you look at it; 
the very idea of the work is, according to 
the artist words, that of “[…] a hyper-
free cultural space, of overtaking a pas-
sage and of a physical relation with the 
context. Each page is a border, a doorstep 
to go through, symbolically a moment 
of crossing, which is always followed by 
special rituals, in any culture, either pri-
mitive or contemporary. The roman vil-
la of Quintili, where I firstly showed the 
Hyper-book, made me think of the crossing of the sacred borders of Rome, so defined as the limit of the urban 
good omens, as well as the mythological Janus, god of all transitions, who protects any passage.”

With no doubt, Dora Tass crossed very many sacred “passages”, culturally speaking, with her resounding piece 



of art. First of all, the Hyper-book turns the text into image, and particularly into a constantly changing one, 
which evidently corresponds to the personification of a double oxymoron, i.e to the physical transposition of 
what would be a conceptual reality, typical of the literary style. Furthermore - as a consequence of this piece 
of work antithetic nature – this “steel giant” substantially knocks down that invisible wall that always existed 
between thought and reality by making them overlap, by joining them into one sole thing to look at and in 
which you can reflect yourself; finally, it turns upside down the usual relation between container and content, 
changing it into a totally free game, without roles and rules.

The perfect symbiosis between the dress generally worn by book pages and the complete absence of words – 
rather than the absence of pages, which cannot actually be permeated in one glance – reveals to the spectator 
a new reality made of infinite spaces, all equally practicable. There is a subtle invitation to get lost and find 
again the substance of your thought, in a new shape. By looking at the emptiness of those absent pages, by 
looking at those unwritten words, yet so visible as they’re drawn by what is close to us, anybody sets the right 
distance between himself and a landscape that he usually takes for granted, and makes it his own again with 

another, much deeper awareness.
The Hyper-book, property of the San Giorgio Council Library in Pistoia, is one of the most fascinating pie-
ces of art I encountered during my excursions. I do not usually like to write using the first person, but I do 
consider it important, in this article, to underline how I cannot help lining up with the work of Dora Tass; 
it is important to get fully involved in a mechanism that goes beyond art and reaches the state a tout court 
experience.

Anybody – either a critic, an art lover or a simple passer-by – who happens to stand in front of the Hyper-
book will not avoid interacting with it; anybody would take a position around it, so forth he will experience 
hyper-freedom. Even disregarding the bonds linked to the position of the opera, to the context within it is 
placed, there will always be infinite possibilities of giving oneself to it and simultaneously penetrate it, there 
will always be open doors to reflection, these doors will always be there to be crossed. 
The Hyper-book is “absolute adventure”, in the most etymological meaning of this very word; it is a mental 
robe through which we can observe and, at the same time, a body to dress up with our own perceptions.

manuela gargiulo
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HyPerbOOk In its angular and unadorned minimalism, the Hyperbook by Dora Tass is one of the most 
absolute works realised in recent years for what concerns the area of the so called non-book. It constitutes the last 
stage of a gradual semiotic operation, which lasted for the whole of the twentieth century and used the book sign 
to openly discuss the concept of culture. This kind of works punctually arise when the book is mostly replaced 
as a mean of communication by all other electronic ones and, therefore, it loses its tool aspect and gets solely 
elevated to the rank of symbol of knowledge, a role that was assigned to it in the religious iconography; actually 
all saints and angels carrying books were never protagonists, they only were taking the role of bookrests.
By looking at the stages of the gradual transformation of the book, from religious to secular sign, and at its ex-
tension to the existential sphere (as promoted by historic avant-gardes and neo avant-gardes), we will find various 
elements that compactly merged in this great structure.
In 1932 Tullio d’Albisola realises tin books in a factory for tinned food boxes. It is the first edition in the world 
of metallic volumes, and it has the aim of contesting the paper material that the futurism associates to bureau-
cracy and academics. In 1969 Vincezo Agnetti builds up a book by removing from each page the portion that 
is virtually assigned to the text. It is a book of margins: the marginalised communication. A dramatic regression 
of the book archetype in its nude nature of object. In 1975 Ennio Pouchard publishes in the editions of plurimi 
Elleci the first transparent book. 
These are the three Italian references for the current Hyper-book; the first one for its use of metal, the second one 
because, like in Dora Tass’ work, the word is set to zero, and the third one for the visibility and mobility of its 
contents. Because of its erect position, because of the great measures and for the wooden frames that create this air 
sculpture, it is possible to see a completion of the Hyper-book in my Hyper Ovum of 1987, the hyper-egg.
The subtle rectangular perimeters of the Hyper-book create a slight linguistic border for the reality that they 
enclose in the page; you can enter it and exit it and it implicitly conveys the anthropologic idea of sacred fence. 
Dora Tass’ education roots in Anthropology; she started to adopt the metal art by attending the laboratory of the 
artist and bookmaker Sandro Coccia.
You can leaf through the hyper-book as through any other book. As all common books it has got an even num-
ber of pages. But it doesn’t have the paperback board in the shape of a semi cylinder as any other book; on the 
contrary, coherently with the technologic rigour of its material, it has got a lucid parallelepiped inside which it 
hides the gadgets to leaf through the pages. The surrounding panorama also reflects on it.
The hyper-book tells us that our perception of the universal manifestation that we call reality is soaked with our 
culture. It tells us that the thousand-year stratification of logos modelled the world and our brains. It tells us that 
nowadays, in this post-biologic era, the margins fell, the verb became flesh; therefore the language became the 
world, it became us.

mirella bentivoglio
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in THe series TiTLeD Lead &
money TAss PuTs in DiALOgue 
MATeriALs sTrOngLy characterised by stability and long 
lasting permanence: stone and lead. She exploits their symbolic meaning and simultaneously she reverses their 
features, by making aerial the lead or loosening the marble. The pictures actually - realised with elementary 
means, neither using sophisticated techniques, nor editing  - show classical temples in front of which one-
dollar banknotes are blown like unwrapping sheets. This way the artist undergoes a journey in time and space, 
questioning the inherited democracy and its current unhealthy state.
The ancient temples allude to Greece and the Attic Polis, the cradle of civil cohabitation; the dollars hint to 
USA and when they reached indipendence, when the Pilgrim Fathers wrote an inedited constitution, based 
on values of authentic faith.

In the works of Dora Tass we can see columns and arches, resounding in the poems of Carducci, but not the 
basis, and the temples appear unhinged and precarious against compact blue skies, like those depicted on 
the altars of the early Renaissance. In these icons brought forth to nowadays, the lead dollars fluctuate in the 
foreground, challenging the force of gravity.
 “Lead” is a word associated primarily to the idea of long lasting permanence, on the other hand is often liked 
to the concept of war. The artist had previously presented the identity of dollar-lead in other works, referring 
to the military campaigns in Iraq (and not only), visualising the binomialism war – economic interests stated 
by Simon Weil (whose birth centenary occurs this year). Thanks to a series of cross-references, - as if she was 
following some sort of arcane premonition - the artist seems to hint to the deceitful stability of the American 
economy, with the dollars blown away by the wind of crisis. 

But the photographic cycle is not a simple j’accuse. The idea of drawing classical columns close to the USA 
currency occurred to the artist when reading the essay On Revolution by Hannah Arendt, who found shelter 
in United States when escaping Nazis Germany. Tass quotes an eloquent paragraph of this philosopher: “…
the American revolution deserves praise, as it reintegrated “politics”… Politics stems from polis, polis is the 
plurality of its citizens, to plurality corresponds freedom, as to unity corresponds the dominion”.
In this moment of post-democratic sufferance, when the “conservatory revolution” failed, the most wild mar-
ket exploded, it is much more necessary to reflect on democracy and on the capacity to develop and project 
oneself in the future. It seems as if Tass invites us not to lose hope completely. Politics can still save us if, 
avoiding sclerosis and deviation, manages to find again its ideal, otherwise there is no possibility of producing 
a valid renovation.

franca Zoccoli
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